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Topic 3a - Financial models 

[Dickie Whitaker] So this is the financial section. Here we can combine hazard data, 

vulnerability data to be able to derive either economic or insured loss. Very important that 

this element is done as robustly as the other two, or you're not going to get useful answers.  

This section on uncertainty is potentially one of the most significant in catastrophe 

modelling. Why? Because in essence, the whole paradigm is a challenge around 

understanding uncertainty and extreme weather events.  

[Dr Peter Taylor] And the way that we try to do that simulation nowadays is a certain variety 

of what's called a Monte Carlo sampling. It's called Monte Carlo because Monte Carlo has 

gaming tables. And it was coined by John Von Neumann to represent random sampling. And 

it's been used a lot to solve problems, typically integration problems and non-linear 

problems.  

In our case, it has not only got computational advantages, in that it allows you to sample 

and get all the output losses that could occur, but it also is in line with the way actual losses 

occur and claims get made against policies in real life. So when you do a Monte Carlo 

sampling of a model, because you don't know which damage you'll get, for example, then 

you just sample one, sample two, and you get a set of samples or realizations of that event 

across your properties. And those can go down into your insurance policy, and they can 

have no effect or some effect.  

But it is like real claims. So it's like a realization of the event occurring. And that means that 

we understand how to do the calculation, mostly. And that means when we look at the 

output distribution, we understand that in insurance terms. And you might think everyone 

does it this way. But in fact, very few and the two main modelling companies do not do that. 

So very few do.  

The reason is probably, it was computationally difficult. It's probably beyond the power of 

computers 20 years ago to do that unless you had a Cray supercomputer. But a Cray 

supercomputer 20 years ago has the power of your iPhone today.  

And nowadays, we have multicore machines, large in memory multicore machines which 

are a commodity, are available for a few thousand pounds. And we can now run massively 

parallel computations very cheaply. And that means in particular, we can run these Monte 

Carlo simulations very cheaply. And that means we can then get a good representation of 

what that output loss distribution is.  

Now this may not be the convenient single curves and beautiful beta distributions that we 

have been used to. In some cases, it may be. So if you had a homogeneous book of 

residential property on a treaty, then it's very likely that you will see the law of large 
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numbers or the central limit theorem kick in, and you'll get a nice centralized tendency. If on 

the other hand, you've got a commercial property risk where you've got high uncertainty 

about its construction characteristics, and there is variability in its terrain in the area, then 

you can expect to see a high degree of variability.  

And that's really important, because underwriters who are looking at commercial property 

are often in my view, rightly sceptical about the results they get from these nice, simplistic 

models. And what I think we will find is that when you run them through the modern high 

fidelity models of Monte Carlo, you get a much wider dispersion of losses. This is 

informative. So people often say you can't know what you don't know.  

Actually what you do with probability theory, it actually tells you what you don't know. And 

that's why it's so useful. So if you spend all your time thinking, well, I know this and I've got 

this nice number of the annual average loss, so why not the EP curve? What this is now 

telling you is how valid that assumption was. So if you've made a business decision based 

upon that, the beauty of these modern methods is they reveal how well-grounded that 

decision was, and in many ways legitimizes a different view of risk, which is more akin to the 

traditional exposure management view or underwriting view, where there is an element of 

judgment required. It's not just blind acceptance of a few key numbers of a model.  

So we may be coming into an era now where the cat models that have been so wonderful 

and beneficial in getting an order of magnitude as the loss that we could experience, they 

move into an era when we now see that the distribution of those losses requires us to make 

judgments. And those judgments are often couched in the following form. They're not just 

simple probability statements. They are credibility statements.  

So for example, if you go back to that EP curve point that I made where you've gotten two 

different EP curves and you don't know which one to decide, the question isn't which is the 

right EP curve. The question certainly isn't that should I pick something in between. The 

question is, what credibility do I give them? And what confidence level do I need to have in 

order to pick the level of capital or the exceedance loss.  

And that's a different question, because this is a second order question. So if you are a 

regulator today with Solvency II, you are asking about a 1 in 200 year, which is their 99.5 

percentile exceedance probability, plus value. What the question should be is, what 

credibility can you give the number that you've just given me for that? And that credibility 

can be expressed both in terms of the basis of belief in the model, or models that are 

contributing, and that could be called the view of risk. But also in terms of the confidence 

level that I'm choosing, which could be called my risk appetite. So what I'm hoping out of 

the new generation of models is that those managing business and those regulating will ask 

more appropriate questions rather than the very blunt instruments that we've had.  
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There's one other area that contributes to uncertainty of particular importance, which is 

tricky. And that is called correlation. And when you've got uncertainties, as we've just 

described, then what could happen is that if you had two properties nearby, it may be that 

they don't damage independently. It may be that the hazard does not occur independently.  

In fact, there's very good evidence to suppose this is the case. It's very hard to do and to 

produce models that represent this location correlation adequately. But it is feasible. And 

even in the absence of it, probably the thing not to do is what is mostly done, which is to 

take a linear combination of uncorrelated and correlated damaged standard deviations.  

Instead, one would do better to try and express where one thinks there will be location 

correlation, say by location, and then run a range of scenarios or an ensemble of scenarios 

to see what effect it has. And for those who have used models, particularly the vendor 

models, you will know that when you fully correlate, you get very large variabilities. Those 

large variabilities translate directly into a large excessive loss, layer loss.  

So this is a really important issue. It's not a minor matter. It's an important issue. And taking, 

as I said, a linear combination of the two standard deviations, again, is a bit like that 

business of crossing the river and assuming it's three feet deep, when it actually would 

drown you. 


